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Definition 2.2.12.

Let ~γ : [a, b] → R
3 be a path from P to Q in R

3. The tangent vector field of ~γ is given
by

~T (t) =
1

||~γ ′(t)||~γ
′(t)

for each t ∈ [a, b]. Likewise, if ~T ′(t) 6= 0 for all t ∈ [a, b] then the normal vector field of
~γ is defined by

~N(t) =
1

||~T ′(t)||
~T ′(t)

for each t ∈ [a, b]. Finally, if ~T ,′ (t) 6= 0 for all t ∈ [a, b] then the binormal vector field of
~γ is defined by ~B(t) = ~T (t)× ~N(t) for all t ∈ [a, b]

Example 2.2.13. Let R > 0 and suppose ~γ(t) = (R cos(t), R sin(t), 0) for 0 ≤ t ≤ 2π. We can

calculate

~γ ′(t) = 〈−R sin(t), R cos(t), 0〉 ⇒ ||~γ ′(t)|| = R.

Hence ~T (t) = 〈− sin(t), cos(t), 0〉 and we can calculate,

~T ′(t) = 〈− cos(t),− sin(t), 0〉 ⇒ ||~T ′(t)|| = 1.

Thus ~N(t) = 〈− cos(t),− sin(t), 0〉. Finally we calculate the binormal vector field,

~B(t) = ~T (t)× ~N(t) = [− sin(t)e1 + cos(t)e2]× [− cos(t)e1 − sin(t)e2]
= [sin2(t)e1 × e2 − cos2(t)e2 × e1
= [sin2(t) + cos2(t)]e1 × e2
= e3 = 〈0, 0, 1〉

Notice that ~T • ~N = ~N • ~B = ~T • ~B = 0. For a particular value of t the vectors {~T (t), ~N(t), ~B(t)}
give an orthogonal set of unit vectors, they provide a comoving frame for ~γ. It can be shown that

the tangent and normal vectors span the plane in which the path travels for times infintesimally

close to t. This plane is called the osculating plane. The binormal vector gives the normal to the

osculating plane. The curve considered in this example has a rather boring osculating plane since
~B is constant. This curve is just a circle in the xy-plane which is traversed at constant speed.
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Example 2.2.14. Notice that s~γ(t) = Rt in the preceding example. It follows that

γ̃(s) = (R cos(s/R), R sin(s/R), 0) for 0 ≤ s ≤ 2πR is the unit-speed path for curve.

We can calculate

γ̃′(s) = 〈− sin(s/R), cos(s/R), 0〉 ⇒ ||γ̃′(s)|| = 1.

Hence T̃ (s) = 〈− sin(s/R), cos(s/R), 0〉 and we can also calculate,

T̃ ′(s) = 1

R
〈− cos(s/R),− sin(s/R), 0〉 ⇒ ||T̃ ′(t)|| = 1/R.

Thus Ñ(s) = 〈− cos(s/R),− sin(s/R), 0〉. Note B̃ = T̃ × Ñ = 〈0, 0, 1〉 as before.

Example 2.2.15. Let m,R > 0 and suppose ~γ(t) = (R cos(t), R sin(t),mt) for 0 ≤ t ≤ 2π. We

can calculate

~γ ′(t) = 〈−R sin(t), R cos(t),m〉 ⇒ ||~γ ′(t)|| =
√

R2 +m2.

Hence ~T (t) = 1√
R2+m2

〈−R sin(t), R cos(t),m〉 and we can calculate,

~T ′(t) = 1√
R2+m2

〈−R cos(t),−R sin(t), 0〉 ⇒ ||~T ′(t)|| = R√
R2+m2

.

Thus ~N(t) = 〈− cos(t),− sin(t), 0〉. Finally we calculate the binormal vector field,

~B(t) = ~T (t)× ~N(t) = 1√
R2+m2

[−R sin(t)e1 +R cos(t)e2 +me3]× [− cos(t)e1 − sin(t)e2]

= 1√
R2+m2

〈m sin(t),−m cos(t), R〉

We again observe that ~T • ~N = ~N • ~B = ~T • ~B = 0. The osculating plane is moving for this curve,

note the t-dependence. This curve does not stay in a single plane, it is not a planar curve. In fact

this is a circular helix with radius R and slope m.
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Example 2.2.16. Lets reparametrize the helix as a unit-speed path. Notice that s~γ(t) = t
√
R2 +m2

thus we should replace t with s/
√
R2 +m2 to obtain γ̃(s). Let a = 1/

√
R2 +m2 and

γ̃(s) = (R cos(as), R sin(as), ams) for 0 ≤ s ≤ 2π
√
R2 +m2. We can calculate

γ̃′(s) = 〈−Ra sin(as), Ra cos(as), am〉 ⇒ ||γ̃′(s)|| = a
√

R2 +m2 = 1.

Hence T̃ (s) = a〈−R sin(as), R cos(as),m〉 and we can calculate,

T̃ ′(s) = Ra2〈− cos(as),− sin(as), 0〉 ⇒ ||T̃ ′(s)|| = Ra2 = R
R2+m2 .

Thus Ñ(s) = 〈− cos(as),− sin(as), 0〉. Next, calculate the binormal vector field,

B̃(s) = T̃ (s)× Ñ(s) = a〈−R sin(as), R cos(as),m〉 × 〈− cos(as),− sin(as), 0〉
= 1√

R2+m2
〈m sin(as),−m cos(as), R〉

Hopefully you can start to see that the unit-speed path shares the same ~T , ~N, ~B frame at arclength

s as the previous example with t = s/
√
R2 +m2.

2.2.3 Frenet Serret equations

We now prepare to prove the Frenet Serret formulas for the ~T , ~N, ~B frame fields. It turns out that
for nonlinear curves the ~T , ~N, ~B vector fields always provide an orthonormal frame. Moreover, for
nonlinear curves, we’ll see that the torsion and curvature capture the geometry of the curve.

Proposition 2.2.17.

If ~γ is a path with tangent, normal and binormal vector fields ~T , ~N and ~B then
{~T (t), ~N(t), ~B(t)} is an orthonormal set of vectors for each t ∈ dom(~γ).

Proof: It is clear from ~B(t) = ~T (t) × ~N(t) that ~T (t) • ~B(t) = ~N(t) • ~B(t) = 0. Furthermore, it is
also clear that these vectors have length one due to their construction as unit vectors. In particular
this means that ~T (t) • ~T (t) = 1. We can differentiate this to obtain ( by the product rule for
dot-products)

~T ′(t) • ~T (t) + ~T (t) • ~T ′(t) = 0 ⇒ 2~T (t) • ~T ′(t) = 0

Divide by ||~T ′(t)|| to obtain ~T (t) • ~N(t) = 0. �

We omit the explicit t-dependence for the dicussion to follow here, also you should assume the
vector fields are all derived from a particular path ~γ. Since ~T , ~N, ~B are nonzero and point in three
mutually distinct directions it follows that any other vector can be written as a linear combination
of ~T , ~N, ~B. This means3 if ~v is a vector then there exist c1, c2, c3 such that v = c1T + c2N + c3B.
The orthonormality is very nice because it tells us we can calculate the coefficients in terms of
dot-products with ~T , ~N and ~B:

~v = c1 ~T + c2 ~N + c3 ~B ⇒ c1 = ~v • ~T , c2 = ~v • ~N, c3 = ~v • ~B

3You might recognize [v]β = [c1, c2, c3]
T as the coordinate vector with respect to the basis β = {~T , ~N, ~B}
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We will make much use of the observations above in the calculations that follow. Suppose that

~T ′ = c11 ~T + c12 ~N + c13 ~B
~N ′ = c21 ~T + c22 ~N + c23 ~B
~B ′ = c31 ~T + c32 ~N + c33 ~B.

We observed previously that ~T ′
• ~T = 0 thus c11 = 0. It is easy to show ~N ′

• ~N = 0 and ~B ′
• ~B = 0

thus c22 = 0 and c33. Furthermore, we defined ~N = 1

||~T ′||
~T ′ hence c13 = 0. Note that

~T ′ = c12 ~N = c12
||~T ′||

~T ′ ⇒ c12 = ||~T ′||.

To summarize what we’ve learned so far:

~T ′ = c12 ~N
~N ′ = c21 ~T + c23 ~B
~B ′ = c31 ~T + c32 ~N.

We’d like to find some condition on the remaining coefficients. Consider that:

~B = ~T × ~N ⇒ ~B ′ = ~T ′ × ~N + ~T × ~N ′ a product rule

⇒ ~B ′ = [c12 ~N ]× ~N + ~T × [c21 ~T + c23 ~B] using previous eqn.

⇒ ~B ′ = c23 ~T × ~B noted ~N × ~N = ~T × ~T = 0

⇒ ~B ′ = −c23 ~N you can show ~N = ~B × ~T .

⇒ c31 ~T + c32 ~N = −c23 ~N refer to previous eqn.
⇒ c31 = 0 and c32 = −c23. using LI of {T,N}

The ”LI” is linear independence. The fact that ~T , ~N are LI follows from the fact that they form a
nonzero and orthogonal set of vectors. We can equate coefficients of LI sums of vectors. This is the
principle I’m using. Alternatively, you can just take the dot-product of the next to last equation
with ~N and then ~T and use ~T • ~N = 0 to obtain the final line. We have reduced the initial set of
equations to the following:

~T ′ = c12 ~N
~N ′ = c21 ~T + c23 ~B
~B ′ = −c23 ~N.

The equations above encourage us to define the curvature and torsion as follows:
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Definition 2.2.18.

Let C be a curve which is covered by the unit-speed path γ̃ then we define the curvature κ
and torsion τ as follows:

κ(s) =

∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣
dT̃

ds

∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣ τ(s) = −dB̃

ds
• Ñ(s)

One of your homework questions is to show that c21 = −c12. Given that result we find the famous
Frenet-Serret equations:

dT̃
ds

= κÑ dÑ
ds

= −κT̃ + τB̃ dB̃
ds

= −τÑ .

We had to use the arclength parameterization to insure that the formulas above unambiguously
define the curvature and the torsion. In fact, if we take a particular (unoriented) curve then there
are two choices for orienting the curve. You can show that that the torsion and curvature are
independent of the choice of orientation. Naturally the total arclength is also independent of the
orientation of a given curve.

Example 2.2.19. .
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Example 2.2.20. .

Curvature, torsion can also be calculated in terms of a path which is not unit speed. We simply
replace s with the arclength function s~γ(t) and make use of the chain rule. Notice that

d~F/dt = (ds/dt)(dF̃ /ds) hence,

d~T
dt

= ds
dt

dT̃
ds
, d ~N

dt
= ds

dt
dÑ
ds

, d ~B
dt

= ds
dt

dB̃
ds

Or if you prefer, use the dot-notation ds/dt = ṡ to write:

1

ṡ
d~T
dt

= dT̃
ds
, 1

ṡ
d ~N
dt

= dÑ
ds

, 1

ṡ
d ~B
dt

= dB̃
ds

Substituting these into the unit-speed Frenet Serret formulas yield:

d~T
dt

= ṡκ ~N d ~N
dt

= −ṡκ~T + ṡτ ~B d ~B
dt

= −ṡτ ~N.
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where T̃ (s~γ(t)) = ~T (t), Ñ(s~γ(t)) = ~N(t) and B̃(s~γ(t)) = ~B(t). Likewise deduce4 that

κ(t) =
1

ṡ

∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣
d~T

dt

∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣ τ(t) = −1

ṡ

(
d ~B

dt
• ~N(t)

)

Let’s see how these formulas are useful in an example or two.

Example 2.2.21. .

4I’m using the somewhat ambiguous notation κ(t) = κ(sγ(t)) and τ(t) = τ(sγ(t)). We do this often in applications
of calculus. Ask me if you’d like further clarification on this point.
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We’ve seen in this section how calculus and vector algebra encourage us to define curvature and
torsion. It remains to examine the geometric significance of those definitions. We pursue that
geometry in the remainder of this section.
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2.2.4 curvature

Let use begin with the curvature. Assume ~γ is a non-stop smooth path,

κ =
1

ṡ

∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣
d~T

dt

∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣

Infinitesimally this equation gives ||d~T || = κṡdt = κds
dt
dt = κ ds. But this is a strange equation

since ||~T || = 1. So what does this mean? Perhaps we should add some more detail to resolve this
puzzle; let d~T = ~T (t+ dt)− ~T (t).

Notice that
||d~T ||2 = [~T (t+ dt)− ~T (t)] • [~T (t+ dt)− ~T (t)]

= ~T (t+ dt) • ~T (t+ dt) + ~T (t) • ~T (t)− 2~T (t) • ~T (t+ dt)

= ~T (t+ dt) • ~T (t+ dt) + ~T (t) • ~T (t)− 2~T (t) • ~T (t+ dt)
= 2(1− cos(φ)))

where we define φ to be the angle between ~T (t) and ~T (t + dt). This angle measures the change
in direction of the tangent vector at t goes to t + dt. Since this is a small change in time it is
reasonable to expect the angle φ is small thus cos(φ) ≈ 1− 1

2
φ2 and we find that

||d~T || =
√

2(1− cos(φ) =
√
2(1− 1 + 1

2
φ2) =

√
φ2 = |φ|

Therefore, ||d~T || = κ ds = |φ| and we find κ = ± ds

dφ
.
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Example 2.2.22. .

Example 2.2.23. .
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Example 2.2.24. .

Remark 2.2.25.

The curvature measures the infinitesimal change in the direction of the unit-tangent vector
to the curve. We say the the reciprocal of the curvature is the radius of curvature r = 1

κ
.

This makes sense as ds = |1/κ|dφ suggests that a circle of radius 1/κ fits snuggly against
the path at time t. We form the osculating circle at each point along the path by

placing a circle of radius 1/κ tangent to the unit-tangent vector in the plane

with normal ~B(t). Here’s a picture, the red-vector is the tangent, the blue the binormal,
the green the normal and the black circle is in the grey osculating plane. I have an animated
version on my webpage, go take a look.
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2.2.5 osculating plane and circle

It was claimed that the ”infinitesimal” motion of the path resides in a plane with normal ~B. Suppose
that at some time to the path reaches the point ~γ(to) = Po. Infinitesimally the tangent line matches
the path and we can write the parametric equation for the tangent line as follows:

~l(t) = ~γ(to) + t~γ ′(to) = Po + tvo ~To

where we used that ~γ ′(t) = ṡT (t) and we evaluated at t = to to define ṡ(to) = vo and ~T (to) = ~To.
The normal line through Po has parametric equations (using ~No = ~N(to)):

~n(λ) = Po + λ ~No

We learned in the last section that the path bends away from the tangent line along a circle whose
radius is 1/κo. We find the infinitesimal motion resides in the plane spanned by ~To and ~No which
has normal ~To× ~No = ~B(to). The tangent line and the normal line are perpendicular and could be
thought of as a xy-coordinate axes in the osculating plane. The osculating circle is found with its
center on the normal line a distance of 1/κo from Po. Thus the center of the circle is at:

Qo = Po − 1

κo

~No

I’ll think of constructing x, y, z coordinates based at Po with respect to the ~To, ~No, ~Bo frame. We
suppose ~r be a point on the osculating circle and x, y, z to be the coefficients in ~r = Po + x~To +
y ~No + z ~Bo. Since the circle is in the plane based at Po with normal ~Bo we should set z = 0 for our
circle thus ~r = x~T + y ~N .

||~r −Qo||2 = 1

κ2
o
⇒ ||x~To + (y + 1

κo
) ~No]||2 = 1

κ2
o
.

Therefore, by the pythagorean theorem for orthogonal vectors, the x, y, z equations for the oscu-
lating circle are simply5 :

x2 + (y + 1

κo
)2 = 1

κ2
o
, z = 0.

5Of course if we already use x, y, z in a different context then we should use other symbols for the equation of the
osculating circle.
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Example 2.2.26. .

Finally, notice that if the torsion is zero then the Frenet Serret formulas simplify to:

d~T
dt

= ṡκ ~N d ~N
dt

= −ṡκ~T d ~B
dt

= 0.

we see that ~B is a constant vector field and motion will remain in the osculating plane. The change
in the normal vector causes a change in the tangent vector and vice-versa however the binormal
vector is not coupled to ~T or ~N .
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Remark 2.2.27.

The torsion measures the infinitesimal change in the direction of the binormal vector relative
to the normal vector of the curve. Because the normal vector is in the plane of infinitesimal
motion and the binormal is perpendicular to that plane we can say that the torsion measures
how the path lifts or twists up off the plane of infinitesimal motion. Furthermore, we can
expect path which is trapped in a particular plane (these are called planar curves) will
have torsion which is identically zero. We should also expect that the torsion for something
like a helix will be nonzero everywhere since the motion is always twisting up off the plane
of infinitesimal motion. It is probable you will explore these questions in your homework.

Finally, I quote a theorem from Colley’s Vector Calculus.

If you are really interested in digging deeper then my suggestion would be to take linear algebra
(Math 321) and then pursue an independent study in elementary differential geometry. There are
many nice books suitable for self-study of the topic. For example, Opreas’ Differential Geometry

and its Applications. I will probably survey a swath of the subject in the Advanced Calculus course,
but my focus is more towards calculations and the structure of calculus. A course focused on
differential geometry would dig much deeper. It is a rich subject full of interesting history and
calculation.


